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Origins
The Mount Carmel Food Pantry is a food bank located in Mt. Carmel, PA and is
dedicated to providing food resources to those in need in the Mount Carmel community.
Individuals and families who are in need of assistance can utilize the food pantry to help with
food insecurity. The food pantry is staffed by volunteers, including Jake Betz who has been the
Director of the Mount Carmel Food Pantry for the past 3 years. Jake grew up in the area and is a
local resident of Mount Carmel. He worked as a newspaper reporter and editor for the past 40
years, but after retiring in 2015, the food pantry was a new opportunity for Jake to give back to
the community (mountcarmelfoodpantry.org).
The food pantry’s goal is to feed as many hungry and in-need residents as possible, but
with this goal there has been inevitable food waste. Retail food donations may be at or close to
expiration and therefore result in items that can no longer be distributed. Additionally, depending
on the travel of produce some items may come damaged and therefore are discarded. Each week
the pantry receives food from a number of sources including donations from individuals,
donations from Walmart three times a week, occasional distributions from Weis distribution
center in Milton, and a twice a month delivery from Fresh Express, a program through the
Central PA Food Bank. In the month of February, the pantry received 1,399 pounds of meat,
1,086 pounds of bread, and 141 pounds of dry goods such as cereals and snacks. In the same
month, the pantry served 61 households and a total of 176 individuals ranging in ages. While the
donations are welcomed and appreciated by so many, the volunteers are often left with the issue
of what to do with the food that has gone bad or is not used. In the past the pantry has taken steps
to mitigate food waste by trying to give out as much food as possible to attendees, which is a
win-win for the waste stream and the recipients. Jake has also reached out to other agencies and
the local school district to donate excess food.
Below are two images of the large distribution room at the pantry where the food is set up
and people come to collect it. The image with chairs is under normal circumstances, where
clients generally fill the seating arrangement to wait their turn to go through the line. The image
without the chairs is the temporary set up during the time of COVID-19 when clients have not
been allowed inside. This has made it more convenient for volunteers.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Distribution room, time of COVID-19 (1) and distribution room, normal (2), (Jake Betz,
Personal Communication)
The Mount Carmel Ministerium Food Pantry Composting project has been a goal of the
food pantry, and in particular our community partner Jake Betz, in order to further reduce food
waste in the waste stream. 411 students are working with Jake Betz, and other community
partners such as Shauna Barnhart and Pastor Rose Marquardt to build an effective composting
system for the food pantry.

Goals
Despite the volunteers’ best efforts to avoid putting food into the waste stream, there are
still bags of waste they hope to avoid. With this in mind one of our biggest goals is to plan and
build an effective compost for the food pantry for the volunteers to use.
● On-site composting will include a composting method that will best suit the food
waste the pantry accumulates. To achieve this goal we will be doing a cost-benefit
analysis of building a compost versus purchasing one that best suits the pantry’s
waste. The food pantry has a budget of $500 (Jake Betz, Personal
Communication). It is important that the compost unit(s) has/have a lock for only
the volunteers to access, and is suitable for shredded cardboard, produce, and
possible meat.
● A composting model system that will educate the volunteers on the practice, as
well as serve to become a model others in the community can replicate.
● Build a relationship between the food pantry and the recipient(s) of the compost
soil to ensure a continued practice. Although many people may want to utilize this
soil, we are hoping to connect with the community garden, the farmers markets,
or other individuals our community partners know.

Assets and Needs
We have the distinct opportunity of helping the food pantry cut down on food waste by
aiding in the development of a composting system. Our most important assets are the volunteers
at the food pantry who have expressed interest and support. Jake Betz has included Pastor Rose
Marquardt of the Mount Carmel Area Ministerium in our meetings, who has helped in
developing ideas and elaborating on the food pantry’s current needs. Shaunna Barnhart, the Place
Studies Program director for the Bucknell Center for Sustainability and the Environment, has
also served as a facilitator for information on composting and past Bucknell projects dealing with

the Mount Carmel Community. She has also provided us with multiple community resources and
contacts to help in developing our project. Additionally, there are food pantry volunteers who
have expressed interest in taking care of compost maintenance upon the completion of our
project.
There are also some logistical assets such as space and funding for this project. There are
two potential areas on site where the composting can be housed, which are shown below in
figures 3 and 4, which provide ample room and convenience for disposal of food housed inside
the pantry. There is funding that can be provided by the food pantry budget for this project, as
well as project grants through the Bucknell Center for Sustainability and the Environment that
can be applied for.
Our primary need is an organization or individual(s) who would be willing to utilize the
composted material. A partnership with the Mount Carmel Community Garden, local farmers, or
other groups/individuals who have a need for composted materials would ideally be of great help
in preventing composted material from accumulating over time at the food pantry.

Figure 3: Back of Pantry

Figure 4: Side of Pantry

Literature Review
History of Mount Carmel
Mount Carmel got its start as a logging town, but like many other towns in Central
Pennsylvania, moved into an anthracite coal mining town in the mid-1800s. Mount Carmel got
its name from Albert Bradford, a local sawmill operator who thought the area should be named
after the holy Mount Carmel of Israel. Religion overall is an important theme that brought
together Mount Carmel’s community in the time following its establishment. Polish, Italian,

Ukrainian, Lithuanian, German, Scotch, Irish, Welsh, Slovak, English, and Russian settlers
established a variety of churches, making it a vibrant and community full of diverse faiths.
Mount Carmel quickly became a lively community, so full of life and energy that Thomas Edison
even established his 7th electricity plant in the world here (Kanezo, 2021).
Today, the main sectors making up the town’s local economy include manufacturing
(15.6%), retail (12%), and educational and social services (30%). The current population of
Mount Carmel is 5,667, with 14% of the population living below the poverty line and a median
household income of $34,628 (“U.S. Census”, 2019). With over 1.8 million people on food
stamps in Pennsylvania, the Mount Carmel Ministerium Food Pantry has been of great
importance to many local residents (“SNAP”, 2018). Because of the strong local need for a
well-operating food pantry, it is an important opportunity that we have in this project to help
eliminate waste and help the food pantry operate even more effectively.
Food Pantries
The current food pantry system is used to address food insecurity in communities across
the United States. People who are victims to food insecurity lack consistent access to necessary
nutritious food (Caspi et al., 2019; Dave et al., 2017; Handforth et al., 2013; Wilson, 2016).
Food pantries are nonprofit organizations that mostly rely on volunteers to operate which limits
the availability of the food pantry. The food these pantries receive comes from a variety of
sources such as bigger food banks, food donations, and unsold products from groceries intended
to be redistributed. The products the food pantry receives are mostly non-perishable and sugary
products whereas fresh fruits, vegetables, and animal products are more sparse (Dave et al.,
2017; Wilson, 2016). In recent years, there has been an increase in interest and effort to bring
more nutritious food to these food pantries from both the food pantries and their clients. Clients
of pantries have shown interest in healthier food options but have also expressed various
limitations, such as a lack of knowledge about recipes and equipment necessary to cook (Caspi et
al., 2019; Dave et al. 2017).
Food pantries have experimented with different solutions to bring healthier foods but
have seen some negative results and received unexpected responses from clients. One study
conducted many interviews and worked with food banks to learn more about consumer habits
and food available at food banks. While some people were pushing for healthier foods, people
that work at food pantries worry that this could lower the amount of food they would have
available for people and clients expressed the desire for unhealthy foods. (Handforth et al. 2013).
There have been studies that propose ways food pantries could encourage clients to pick
healthier options (Caspi, 2019; Wilson, 2016). Wilson gathers information on the different
methods food pantries have implemented to nudge consumers into choosing healthier foods but
also states that there is no hard data to show how effective this is (2016). Caspi looked
specifically at food pantries in Minnesota to learn more about current consumer habits, and see
the results of these nudges. The study then states that bringing in healthier options were not

enough to ensure that consumers would choose the healthier options, but subtle nudges, such as
putting the healthier options in the front of clients, did result in healthier options being selected
(Caspi, 2019). The literature showed many ways how food pantries can positively impact the
food waste stream but there was not much on the amount of food waste a food pantry produces.
Composting and Solutions
There are various forms of composting methods, composting set ups, and composting
“rules,” however, one thing that is agreed upon by many scholarly researchers is that a
composting system provides many benefits to the environment. “A composting system provides
many benefits towards achieving sustainability such as, replacing fertilizer use, increasing the
quantity of produce sold, and diverting organic wastes from landfills” (Mu, D., Horowitz, N.,
Casey, M., & Jones, K., 2016). It also reduces the need for individuals to consume commercial
soil materials such as soil conditioner and fertilizer. Due to the food waste and materials being
added to the compost pile, it adds nutrients and beneficial microbes, as well as retains more
water, both improving plant growth (Geasel, Seaver, 2009). One of the most critical benefits that
is important to this community project is that it diverts waste from the landfill and uses food
waste in beneficial ways to the environment. Food waste is the heaviest component that enters
the municipal waste stream after recyclable materials are removed (Li, Z., Lu, H., Ren, L., & He,
L., 2020).
Among the various articles we see a common theme that during the composting process,
the composition of composting materials has varying microorganisms which has a direct impact
on the chemical changes and metabolic processes. However, there are other important factors
that play a role in the composting process and its outcome. Temperature, moisture content, the
pH level, aeration rate, particle size, and nutrient content can change during the process and
significantly affect the final result (Li, Z., Lu, H., Ren, L., & He, L., 2020). Geasel and Server
are able to elaborate on not only what affects the process but also the steps to take for success. To
start the decomposing cycle it is important to mix equal volumes of carbon-rich dry brown and
nitrogen-rich green plant materials. Dry brown materials can include shredded cardboard, leafs,
sawdust, and woodchips for example. The green material is the food produce and waste. It is
important to keep the compost moist like a wrung-out sponge and turn the compost every few
days so that the air can penetrate the whole pile. Lastly, Geasel and Server state a hot pile of
compost is able to decompose quickly whereas a cool pile will take a long time to turn into
earthy soil, (Geasel, Seaver, 2009).
The article Environmental and economic analysis of an in-vessel food waste composting
system at Kean University in the U.S. did not specifically state what one should compost,
although the in-vessel system that was analyzed focused on using the compost as fertilizer in
gardens and the effects. The materials that could be composted are fruits, vegetables, proteins,
and fats, (Li, Z., Lu, H., Ren, L., & He, L., 2020). However, Geasel and Seaver disagreed with
this and said one should not compost animal products, such as meat and bones, and dairy
products. They said that the acceptable materials in a compost are fruit waste, vegetable waste,

shredded cardboard, shredded news paper, shredded paper, citrus rinds and more. The biggest
disparity among composting resources is if one is able to compost meat and dairy products. After
further research it appears as long as meat is shredded and is dug into the existing compost to sit
in a pocket untouched, it will be able to decompose without ruining the compost.
Existing Food Pantries that Compost
Food waste is an issue that food pantries all across the country have to deal with. Many
food banks have adopted a zero landfilled food waste goal, and the way to tackle this goal is
through composting efforts. The San Diego Food Bank, which receives 23 million pounds of
food annually, has had to find ways of dealing with the 500,000 pounds of it that is delivered
damaged or expired. This volume of waste has cost the food bank $25,000 annually in landfill
costs, so composting has served as an excellent solution. The foodbank has purchased a
$200,000 rotary composting system that can process 2,000 pounds of food per day (McColl,
2015). While the Mount Carmel operation will be a fraction of the size, composting will allow
for a decrease in the amount of waste that is currently being sent to the landfill. Jake has
mentioned that trash pickup is $35/week, and that the trash pickup person is willing to take more
than what is technically allowed. Diverting waste to the compost will hopefully prevent the
waste surplus that currently goes to the landfill, and potentially lead to potential savings as seen
in this case of the San Diego Food bank.
While the San Diego Food Bank offers an example of the ability to compost at large
facilities, composting can certainly be achieved at smaller food pantries, and this has been done
very effectively at the Niles Township Food Pantry. Like San Diego and Mount Carmel, Niles
Township has had to deal with food that is delivered already spoiled, as well as inconsistencies in
how much food is taken week to week. The Niles Township pantry decided to create 3 compost
bins on site, with each bin able to hold 16.8 cubic feet of composted material. Niles Township
had to consider factors that appear to be relevant to the Mount Carmel pantry. In creating their
bins, Niles Township had to consider aesthetics and location due to the fact that the pantry was
located in a residential area. They also had to clear it with the town zoning department, and agree
to regulations such as the termination of composting upon the presence of rodents (Cox, 2020).
Given the fact that the Mount Carmel composting will be in a residential area and on the site of a
food distribution center, it is important to highlight the attitudes of the neighborhood and the
food safety risk associated with rodents. While there are many details to consider, these
examples show that composting is a feasible and effective way to deal with food waste at food
pantries.
Methodology
Cost-Benefit Analysis
For our project, we decided that it would be beneficial to create a cost-benefit analysis to
present to our community partner, Jake Betz. There is a concrete need for composting at the food

pantry, but it is important to weigh the positive and negative factors of different compost designs,
as well as the composting process overall. When considering the amount of food waste generated
at the pantry, a composting mechanism would definitely help reduce the amount of food waste
taken to the landfill. Comparing and contrasting different composting methods will help us create
a system tailored to the types of waste that will be composted. Mr. Betz informed our group of
the schedule of donations in order to understand the amount of food that enters the food pantry,
and showed us the different kinds of food they deal with. A major concern for Mr. Betz was the
amount of meat waste that is generated, so our composting method would have to be able to
fulfill this need. Two other factors we have to consider is the available budget of $500 and
limited space to install our proposed composting method.
Our group first looked into purchasing a composting system that would best fit the needs
of the Mt. Carmel Food Pantry. We initially contacted Green Mountain Technologies, a
composting company out of Washington that has worked with other food pantries to design
composting systems. However, they recommended a composting unit that was $71,000, and the
size of a small shipping container, which would neither fit the constraints of our budget nor our
space. Other composting units that we researched tended to only be large enough for the waste of
a single household, and again over budget. Therefore, a DIY project was determined as being the
most effective course of action unless another unit could be found online that could suit the
pantry’s needs.
After conducting research, we determined that there are four main methods of
composting that could potentially fulfill the needs of the pantry. The first method is the bokashi
method, which would best be done in tandem with one of the other three composting methods.
The bokashi method is a fermentation process that would allow the pantry to more easily deal
with its meat, dairy products, and other food products not suitable for regular composting. In
order to assist the decomposing process, bokashi grain, which is a spent grain that includes
microbial inoculants, is layered in with food scraps. The grain helps to expedite the
decomposition process, with food scraps being suitable to add to a compost pile or a garden after
just two weeks. Because the pantry deals with about 7 55 gallon trash bags of waste each week,
an expedited process that can handle all kinds of waste is extremely beneficial. A DIY bokashi
barrel will cost between $50 and $85 depending on where we source our barrel(s). The one
downside to the bokashi method will be the recurring cost of the bokashi grain. Buying a 5
gallon bucket of bokashi grain online would be about $75, which is why we recommend making
bokashi grain. It is fairly simple to make, with only 4 ingredients: molasses, water, a dry material
(like sawdust or wheat bran), and EM-1. To make a 5 gallon bucket of bokashi grain, it would
cost about $10, which is far less costly than buying it.
As far as other composting methods that could be done in addition to the bokashi method,
we discussed vermicomposting, compost tumblers, and stationary compost bins.
Vermicomposting uses earthworms to break down food waste, however they do not break down
meat, dairy, or citrus. A vermicomposting unit can, however, break down materials that have

spent two weeks in the bokashi unit. Worms do help to speed up the compost process, with
compost being ready in 2-3 months rather than 5-6 months. However, this process is more labor
intensive because it requires the sifting out of worms once the compost is ready to be moved to
the garden. A DIY worm bin will cost between $50 and $80 to construct, depending on where we
source our barrel(s). There is a significant cost for worms, with a pack of 2000 worms costing
about $65. A 55 gallon barrel requires 8000 worms, so more worms would need to be purchased
initially, or more time would need to be given to allow for worms to reproduce.
Compost tumblers are another feasible option, as they are more user friendly than
traditional stationary units. Tumblers allow for easy mixing and emptying, and faster
decomposition when compared to traditional stationary units. Compost is also sealed and off the
ground, preventing odor and vermin. Like vermicomposting, tumblers are able to accept
materials coming from a bokashi unit to continue decomposition as well. A DIY unit would cost
between $50 and $80 depending on where we source our barrels and wood.
A stationary compost unit is the most common design, although the compost process will
take longer than an in-vessel unit. There is a potential to attract vermin, and it will be more
difficult to turn the compost. The benefit of this system is that it is most likely easier to construct
a unit that can hold a larger volume of waste. A stationary unit is also able to accept materials
coming from a bokashi unit to continue decomposition. Constructing a stationary unit would cost
between $30 and $50.
Educational Brochure Distribution
Initially, our group planned on canvassing the community to get a deeper understanding
of their opinions and understanding of composting. We also felt that canvassing would be a good
opportunity to gauge any backlash that may occur when trying to install the composting system.
Jake Betz advised against canvassing, however, since he felt this would be a futile effort.
Trusting his familiarity with the community, we decided that creating an educational brochure
that could be handed out around the neighborhood might prove more effective. The brochure will
help introduce our project to the local community, as well as provide some educational facts on
the benefits of composting. The brochure will inform readers on where the composting system is
being installed and provide them with our contact information where they can reach out with any
questions or concerns. We see this as an opportunity to engage with residents about composting
in general, with the hope of encouraging household composting throughout the community.
Our community partner, Jake Betz, also put us in touch with Casey Miller to learn more
about how the Central Pennsylvania Food Bank operates. During our meeting, Casey felt like
what our group was doing would be important for other food pantries to see. She proposed that
we make a broader educational brochure in hopes to give them out to the nine other food pantries
she works with. This secondary educational brochure we are creating will have different
composting methods on it in hopes that other food pantries will find a method they think can fit
for them, or inspire them to look into other options that may better suit them. These brochures

could be passed out at other food banks and hopefully be put on the Central Pennsylvania Food
Bank website in order to reach even more people.
Funding
When we first started the project Jake Betz made us aware that the food pantry had some
funds that could be used to purchase the composting system. During the month of April we had a
zoom meeting with Jake Betz, during which he made us aware of a $500 fund through Bucknell
University that we could apply to. Through the help of Dr. Shaunna Barnhart we applied for the
fund through the Place Studies Program in the Bucknell Center for Sustainability and the
Environment. In our application we had to include a description of our project, explain how it
enhances our learning within Environmental Studies, and give a proposed budget of the compost.
We also had to include COVID safe protocols we planned to follow on installation day. Securing
this funding was important to the project so the food pantry’s money could aid them in the
meaningful work they do.
Results
On-site visit at the Mount Carmel Ministerium Food Pantry
On March 19th our group traveled to the Mount Carmel Ministerium Food Pantry to see
the pantry first hand with our community partner Jake Betz. At our initial site visit Jake was able
to show us around the pantry to describe how the operations worked pre-COVID restrictions as
well as current operating conditions. This site visit was very useful as we were able to see the
many refrigeration and freezer units, as well as where all the food is stored. In addition to the
three commercial sized freezer units there are over twelve fridges that each serve a purpose of
storing food such as bread, eggs, and milk. Jake also showed us the stacks of cardboard that are
being used or needs to be thrown out from food deliveries. We also were able to gage a better
understanding for the volume of waste the pantry throws out each week. At the end of the visit
we walked outside with Jake to see where the best place for the compost set up should be. We
decided the backyard of the ministry has the most space to serve for a composting system.
Behind the pantry is an alleyway with 4 houses backyards neighboring the ministry’s backyard.
To the right of the ministry is an empty building that is not in use right now. This gave us an idea
of who would see the compost and who we should inform of the compost. Jake believed there
would be no issue from the neighbors about opposing the implementation of the compost.
Zoom meeting with Casey Miller
On March 31st we met with Casey Miller, a Nutrition Educator of the Central
Pennsylvania Food Bank. We learned more about the Pennsylvania Healthy Pantry Initiative.
Casey informed us that the goal of her work is to reduce the burden of chronic disease of the
clients of the food pantry. She works with ten pantries in the northern tier of the Central
Pennsylvania Food Bank to look at their inventory, see how the food is laid out at choice
pantries, analyze how the food is being used, and work with the pantry coordinators to create a

plan for their specific pantry. The main aspects Casey works on at the Mount Carmel
Ministerium Food Pantry is changing the inventory and improving the quality of canned and dry
food, as well as hosting educational and cooking classes for clients and nutrition training for Jake
and the rest of the pantry volunteers.
We came into the meeting most curious about how inventory changes would affect or
lessen the volume of food waste at the pantry. Less food waste would mean smaller composting
units or maybe different composting methods. Casey’s response informed us that Jake was
seriously considering discontinuing the food pick ups from Walmart three times a week, which
would reduce the waste of meat. Instead of this retail donation the pantry would get their meat
from the Central Pennsylvania Food Bank, where Casey works.
As the meeting went on we learned more about the educational component of Casey’s
work. Starting this month there will be educational classes for clients held online for nutritional
and recipe education. Casey was excited about the idea about tying in composting as education to
not only the clients but the other food pantries she works with. They are limited in what handouts
they can give out physically to the clients, but we are sharing our informational brochure with
Casey in hopes we can make a more general one that clients and food pantries can use as a
model. We left the meeting with Casey checking with her supervisor about uploading it to their
website or even adding it to a client hand out.
Zoom meeting with Jake for the Cost/Benefit Analysis
On April 2nd we met with Jake Betz over zoom to discuss our meeting with Casey Miller
as well as the cost benefit analysis of the composting options we sent him. First Jake reiterated
that he was starting to think seriously about discontinuing receiving donations from Walmart due
to the waste to deal with the larger problem at hand. Along with the Central PA food bank, the
Central Susquehanna Opportunities is a food program where the pantry could receive food from
once a month at the Reinhardt Distribution Center. This informed us that we won’t need more
than one Bokashi barrel if we went with this method to mitigate meat or dairy waste.
Jake appeared intrigued by the Bokashi method as we explained that this method jump
starts the composting process before adding it into another compost, as well as prevents harmful
bacteria. The main concern he expressed was the cost of the seed, however it shouldn’t be a
problem. Another concern was the cost of worms for the one composting method, however after
discussing it we agreed a tumbler unit along with the Bokashi method would be best. Jake could
find someone to help us with the DIY part of the project when we start to assemble. The next
step Jake is taking this week is to email the key people in the ministerium to get their opinions
and approval.
Mount Carmel Community Garden Visit

On April 5th we traveled to the Mount Carmel Community Garden to meet with
Charmaine Ryan and Maria Urick about expanding interest in the community garden and
composting. At our visit we saw the plots they have set up as well as their composting unit. They
have four separate composting stations with supplies to build more. They said that when the
compost expands at the food pantry it can be brought down to the garden to use the space they
have, although they would have to do more research about the Bokashi composting method
before that is added to their compost. It takes about a year for their compost to turn into soil, so
hopefully with the addition of the pantry compost more soil can be made quicker.
Currently there are only two garden plots that are being used by community members so
it would be beneficial to advertise the space and opportunity for the community. We suggested
we add a picture of the community garden as well as their contact information to our
informational brochure that we are handing out to the town. Hopefully this will promote the idea
of composting to members of the community and then using the soil at their own plot at the
garden.
Installation Day
On May 11th we traveled to the food pantry and met with Jake and another volunteer,
Doug, who consistently helps the food pantry to assemble and set up the two tumbler composts.
We were grateful for the tools and expertise Doug had for successfully assembling the tumblers.
We were able to drill the locks into the door of the tumbler as requested. When we returned to
Mount Carmel, we also handed out more of our educational brochures to the nearby residents
and left a stack of brochures for Jake Betz to place at the public library and other places in the
community.

Two tumbler composts in the backyard of the pantry, May 11th 2021
During the same week the two terra-cotta rain barrels and Bokashi grain were delivered
to the ministry to be set up for the Bokashi composting. We have created an instruction manual

for both units so that Jake and the volunteers could follow the steps on how to compost. For the
Bokashi compost the grain had to be added to the barrels, but there was nothing to be assembled
unlike the tumblers. They will be located in the same spot in the backyard.
Discussion and Analysis
After our meeting with Jake to discuss the cost benefit analysis, it was clear that the
bokashi method and compost tumblers fit the needs and wants of the pantry the most. Our next
steps were sourcing our materials to build our bokashi barrels and compost tumblers. To keep
costs down, we explored rain barrels for sale on sites like Facebook Marketplace and Craigslist.
One video we had watched in our research recommended looking into getting scrap wood from a
local hardware store to build our tumbler structures, which is a viable option for others to do.
Jake also requested to have locks on all of our bokashi and compost units to avoid public use of
the units, so those and other hardware were included in the purchase.
When we secured the funding from the Bucknell Center for Sustainability our interest in
supplies shifted to purchasing new units to be assembled. We believed these would be more
durable in the long wrong and withstand the weather and season changes. With the funding we
purchased two terra-cotta rain barrels, two tumbler compost units, four locks, four cinder blocks,
Bokashi grain, a shovel, and a 5-gallon bucket. We believe that the source of the money played
an important role in the final product for the pantry. Had we not received that we would have
built the units or found used supplies that were less expensive yet still would have been effective.
However, to the degree of effectiveness we are more comfortable with the items we purchased.
We are excited to continue to engage with Casey Miller and those at the community
garden. If the brochure is approved it will be added to the Central Pennsylvania Food Bank’s
website, with hopes that our project may catch on at other pantries or those at home. Our project
also gives an opportunity to bring more awareness to the community garden, and Charmaine and
Maria have generously offered to house some of the compost materials from the pantry in their
compost units in the vent of overflow at the pantry. These connections to other local initiatives
offer potential for mutual growth and furthered opportunities in the future.
Overall, one of our last main focuses at the pantry itself will be in making sure that the
compost system will be able to run smoothly after we graduate. Our first step in doing this is
making sure Jake and other volunteers are familiar and knowledgeable on the Bokashi and
tumbler systems of composting we plan on installing. One of the ways we hoped to achieve this
is making sure he was involved with the installation process. We also made a user guide that
explains how to use the units, what to look for, and troubleshooting. One limitation to Mt.
Carmel Food Pantry is the availability of helping hands since the food pantry is a non-profit that
relies on volunteers. We hope however, that if there are various volunteers taking over the
compost from time to time, that a manual will help guide them.

Thus far we predict that installing a compost for a food pantry will be impactful on
diverting food waste from the landfills back into the earth. It is important that essential non-profit
institutions can also partake in sustainable acts. Through our research we have found that there
are many ways to install a compost for others, whether it be DIY methods or purchasing one
from the hardware store. Whatever method it may, we find that the most important aspects are
valuing sustainable actions, fighting through barriers to access the knowledge, and continuing to
grow as a community.
Recommendations and Next Steps
If we had more time on the project our next step would be ensuring the educational
brochure was approved to be on the Central Pennsylvania Food Bank’s website, then the main
components of our project will be complete. Time permitting, we would have also liked to get in
touch with the local school system to share our project information in hopes of generating
interest for a school compost project. Jake had mentioned his connection with the school and
their potential interest in replicating this project, so we are excited to follow up to see if that is
still the case.
Since one of our main goals for installing the composting system at the food pantry was
to offer a sustainable way to reduce food waste, we will have to wait and see how the composting
system affects the overall amount of generated food waste. Some next steps for the project
would be checking in on the food pantry to see if the composting system was an effective
solution. After working with Jake Betz and the food pantry over the course of the semester,
which allowed us to become familiar with the area and daily operations, we feel that future
projects can focus on helping the community receive and choose nutritious foods. Jake Betz is
working on changing food donors for the food pantry, which presents the possibility of
decreasing food waste generated while simultaneously bringing in healthier food options. Future
projects could even work with Jake Betz and the food pantry with figuring out ways to encourage
local residents to choose healthier food options. Lastly, we came into this project hoping to
create connections between the food pantry and the community, such as handing out educational
brochures and organizing a way for the compost made to be used by community members.
Future projects could also focus on creating ways to educate the community on things like
composting, food insecurity, and nutrition.
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Appendices
Proposed Timeline
Diagnose:
● IRB approval
● Contact/meet with community partner and members
○ February-Early March
Prescribe:
● Research composting and various forms, consider other food waste management
practices
○ Early-mid-March
Evaluate:
● Conduct cost-benefit analysis on types of composting mechanisms
● Conduct canvassing
○ End of March-early April
Implement:
● Create/ install composting unit
● Engage with other community organizations about project replication if time allows
○ Mid-end of April

Informational brochure distributed to Mt. Carmel residents:

Brochure for PA Food Pantry:

Link to full Cost-benefit analysis:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vRYbBmrwzJlLIcVznii2-BtBZHt6k5k2q54XY
TDzkiCoA8Nt0T09Op-8zaGXqPke-TNby5aQoMV1XxH/pub?embedded=true
Link to Request for Funding:
file:///Users/sarah/Downloads/Requestforfunding.html
Link to Compost User Guide:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vR5FqCgnkyLCiHWyodlPMveUBPbEjQEZYb
AeUL2FJYUo5l2lPnyAW0dN4FFNh9an_GNkOkix0-2fgZA/pub
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